ABSTRACT Many researches of machine learning aim to improve the click prediction of online advertisement (ads). One important method is to investigate the pairwise relevance among instances on impression data and the global interaction among the key features of instances. However, the feature extraction ability is not effective for large amounts of variables in prediction process. In this paper, we propose a novel model named optimally connected deep belief net (OCDBN) for click prediction with rotation codes whitening technology based on optimal mean removal. According to what we have learned, OCDBN is the first method that tries to utilize optimal mean removal technology to improve the effectiveness of click through the rate prediction. OCDBN is capable of extracting global primary features of input instances with various elements, which can be implemented for single and sequential ads impression. Extensive experiments have been performed to show the effectiveness of our architecture by modeling different types of input instances. After implementing comprehensive experiments in a 16-nodes cluster with 32 vCPUs on Amazon EC2, the results also show that the architecture significantly outperforms the existing models in accuracy, coefficient of determination, sparsity, and perplexity of click prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online advertisement is the primary source of revenue for most influential providers of online service, e.g., Google, Youtube, etc. It has become one of the most important measures for brand promotion and marketing management. For instance, Google is still the primary moneymaker for Alphabet -its parent company. It makes more profits from online advertisement than any other company in the worldit was reported to earn $73.8 billion in online advertisement markets in 2017 after subtracting the traffic acquisition costs, according to the analysis of eMarketer. Google and Facebook have a dominant market share in online advertisement business. While large business entities have the ability to directly consult with professional advertisers, those small entities usually outsource their online ads to ads networks, such as those offered by Google, Microsoft, Facebook, etc. These ads networks provide dynamic, abundant and attractive contents which contain links to advertise and charge their clients by the clicks of consumers on those links [1] , [2] .
In most large-scale ads click datasets, it is critical to obtain an accurate presentation of ads data. Deep learning has gradually become a popular method to learn good data presentation [3] - [5] . This method has generated significant interest for constructing hierarchical unlabeled data presentation. The lower layers in a deep learning framework can extract rough features, then the higher layers can extract complex features at last. Specifically, deep belief network (DBN), a popular method of deep learning, is a probabilistic generative model, consisted of multiple layers (each layer contains variables named hidden units), with connections between layers rather than nodes within each layer [6] - [9] .
In classical DBN model, not all parameters or structures are essentially necessary. Therefore, it is important to discover a parameter redundancy method in DBN without significantly decreasing the classification accuracy. The parameter redundancy in deep learning method has attracted many research attentions recently. These methods show significant reductions in both parameter volume and computation complexity [10] , [11] . For example, Gong et al. [12] proposed to apply vector quantization to reduce the redundancy of parameters; Denil et al. [13] proposed an algorithm which applied low rank decomposition to decrease the weight in the fully connected layers with a layer-wise manner; Lin et al. [14] proposed a model regarding reconstruction error between the original and the reduced deep structures.
However, the above methods still do not consider the parameter mean calculation problem in deep structures. Previous robust low-rank methods use a non-squared loss function to improve the robustness, but these methods still center data via the fixed l2−norm distance based mean, which is incorrect [15] , [16] . Instead of using the fixed l2−norm distance based mean method, we adopt an optimally connected deep belief net to construct the distribution of ads features. Furthermore, we propose Rotation Codes whitening technology that allows our model effectively getting global feature of click through behavior. Considering that each group of hidden units is sensitive to the changes in corresponding click behavior, DBN combined with optimal connection can provide a type of structure which can be effective against prediction applications. The outputs of linear filters in our architecture are propagated through rectifying non-linear filters. Then the filters alleviate their output information with complex cells which can exhibit local invariance. We refer to our architecture as Optimally Connected Deep Belief Net (OCDBN) for click through rate prediction in cloud computing environment. Our OCDBN achieves superior click prediction performance on four representative public datasets.
The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We investigate semantic features of ads impression and the relevance of impression history to discover the global features of input data. Then, our Rotation Codes whitening strategy can benefit the accuracy of click prediction.
(2) We propose a novel model for click through rate prediction based on optimal connection representation. Our framework employs the ads impression elements as input. However, it is inefficient in directly learning the statistical dependencies on all hidden nodes. We alleviate the inefficiency problem by introducing the optimally mean removal connection based low-rank decomposition model.
We introduce an effective optimization approach to solve the proposed optimal connection optimization. This approach uses three hidden layers, which share same weight W to extract features of click through data. Meanwhile, we add low-rank constraint on the weight in our model to reduce the weight matrix scale.
We conduct extensive experiments to empirically analyze OCDBN on real-world ads click datasets, which are collected from commercial search engines. Their corresponding clicks are collected from real-world Internet users. We present the framework of parallel implementation for OCDBN on Amazon EC2 (Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud) environment with GraphX. The experiments have been carried out to prove the availability and efficiency of OCDBN by modeling different kinds of input instances. It also shows that OCDBN significantly outperforms other click prediction models in accuracy, coefficient of determination, sparsity and click evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related researches of click through rate prediction. Section III shows the initial connection of DBN based on robust representation. Section IV presents the optimally connected DBN based on component whitening technology. Section V compares our framework with other methods by experimenting on four representative public datasets. At last, section VI makes conclusions of this paper and presents the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, click prediction on online advertisement has been gradually researched, which generated a plenty of academic achievements. Matrix factorization (MF) is a widely-adopted approach in research on social networks and recommendation systems, as well as in click prediction. Matrix factorization factorizes the constructs of dependency information to learn the latent semantic features of ads. As an extension of matrix factorization [17] , factorization machine (FM) [18] can obtain latent semantic information about each pairwise instance. The latent semantic information can better maintain the model relation among different instances. MF and FM models can discover the relevance of pairwise instances in ads data and review the interactions among these instances. For its well-known simplicity and efficiency, Logistic Regression (LR) [19] , [20] has been widely applied in domain of click prediction. In LR model, query and other elements in ads are represented with a real value. LR method is not able to demonstrate the potential function of an element and it does not have the ability to uncover the complicated relationships between these units.
Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) [21] is a generative model in which hidden units are used to model the input distribution. [22] . In recent years, it has been used to solve a wide variety of problems. Not only in binary function, it has been enlarged to model various types of input distributions [23] , [24] . RBM is an undirected generative neural network with one layer of binary visible units for representing one data instance and the layer of binary hidden units that try to extract stochastic features. These features describe correlations between the ads data. The connections between the visible and hidden nodes are easy to train in biases and weights using contrastive divergence learning, which is an efficient approximation to maximum likelihood learning [25] , [26] . For our ads click prediction data, RBMs can provide a type of structure that has been proved to be very effective against prediction applications. The outputs of linear filters are propagated through the rectifying non-linear filters, then the filters pool their outputs information with complex cell which exhibits local invariance.
A common thread on sparse coding is to persume a generative model [27] . Such models have the property that the solution will be unique if given enough samples.
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Spielman et al. [28] proposed a method that achieved good performance when matrix has full column rank which works up to sparsity roughly √ n, where n represents the number of data instances. But this algorithm is not applicable to the more popular overcomplete situation ( a frame having a set of functions more than a basis). Arora et al. [29] and Agarwal et al. [30] proposed algorithms to handle the overcomplete case assuming that data matrix is µ-incoherent. This algorithm works up to sparsity n 1/2−γ /µ for any γ > 0 but the running time is n O(1/γ ). Barak et al. showed a new method based on the sum-of-squares hierarchy that works for sparsity up to n 1−γ . But when an estimate that is column-wise to data matrix is needed, this algorithm will get high time complexity.
III. INITIAL CONNECTION OF DBN BASED ON ROBUST REPRESENTATION
Deep belief network (DBN) is a generative model. By training the weights of its neurons, we can hence generate output features. Unlike other deep learning methods, DBN can keep the features of recovering the original inputs and certificating the effectiveness of the extracted output features. Restricted Boltzmann machine is a generative stochastic neural network. DBN can be regarded as a stack of RBMs acting as feature detectors. The network of RBM consists of visible layer and hidden layer, based on which RBM generates the output features. The units of the hidden layer are prone to find patterns of features and structures existing in the original inputs which can be further trained to obtain the joint distribution of the inputs.
The stacked RBMs are trained by the algorithm of Contrastive Divergence (CD) [31] , which reduces the dimensionality of data with neural networks. CD is an unsupervised learning method especially for training undirected probabilistic networks which is based on an approximation of the gradient of the log-likelihood method. Each unit of RBM has two kinds of states: 1 represents activated state and 0 represents unactivated state. After coordinating the weights, the newly generated hidden layer and its units can be stacked. In brief, RBMs can be trained layer by layer.
The classifier of RBMs identifies the effectiveness of classification. In terms of many research areas, the RBMs are widely employed for its effectiveness [15] (little codes and large image databases for training and recognition) or as an approach of preprocessing [31] .
A. CLASSICAL RBM MODEL
RBM is an undirected generative neural network. FIGURE 1. illustrates the model of RBM. Although RBM is mostly used to train models of classification tasks, they can also be used to discover the joint distribution of the data instances and class labels. In the following sections, we mainly discuss the property of joint distribution of RBM.
As mentioned above, DBN model consists of three layers of connections, in which the first two layers of undirected connections form a RBM model, and the rest layer has directed connection. RBM model is a generative neural To obtain a generative model of RBM on the training set D, we can minimize the log-likelihood:
The generative RBM model is a joint distributed parametric model between the visible layer and the latent layer. The function is:
We assume that the attributes of the visible and hidden nodes of RBM are both binary (0 or 1). The objective function of RBM is defined as follows:
There are two layers in the RBM model, where x i and h j respectively indicate the condition of the i−th visible information and j−th latent information [4] . w ij is the weight of the relationship between x i and h j . a i and b j are the biases of x i and h j , respectively.
Given a data matrix X = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ] ∈ n×p as the data instances to a fully-connected DBN, where p is the dimensionality and n is the number of data instances. As we know, the l-th layer in the forward propagation of DBN can be written as:
where
indicates the condition of the i−th hidden information on the l + 1 layer, W l ij is the element of weight matrix W l . The vector {h, a} ∈ n l means hidden unit and activation unit after f (·) transformation. Usually, f (·) is a kind of non-linear transformation, for example, the linear unit of the rectifier (ReLU), sigmoid or tanh etc.
B. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS REVISITED
The RBM structure in DBN can distill plentiful data features. Considering the massive parameter W in DBN for click through rate prediction, we need a native effective and robust data representation. As we know, Principal Component VOLUME 6, 2018
Analysis (PCA)-like methods [32] can discover a low-rank data matrix to best present the parameter weight W in DBN. Using Euclidean distance, PCA-like methods are to solve the following formula:
To solve the above problem, any new representation matrix Z ∈ n×d in full rank decomposition can be decomposed into Z = UV T , where U ∈ n×k , V ∈ d×k . So, Formula (5) can be rewritten as:
where I is an identity matrix.
C. ROBUST REPRESENTATION WITH LAYER-TO-LAYER CONNECTION
Considering the low-rank approximation Z l of the weight W l between the l-th and (l + 1)-th layers in our framework, we want to discover a new representation of low-rank data subspace for parameter W . We can minimize the reconstruction error of the original input W l and decoded output Z l as follows:
For non-linear transition that click through rate prediction occurs in DBN, the result of reconstructed matrix is not the same as the input one. Taking the popularly used tanh transition function for example, tanh is defined as f (·) = (e x − e −x )/(e x + e −x ). To minimize the reconstruction error of tanh neuron response, we can get:
where h l i is the input hidden units of the l-th layer and output of the (l−1)-th layer,ĥ l i means the approximated input hidden units of the l-th layer. The objective function Formula (5) can be solved by a layer-to-layer and bottom up optimization with an alternative method.
IV. OPTIMALLY CONNECTED DBN BASED ON ROTATION CODES WHITENING A. RBM INSPIRED CLICK PREDICTION MODEL
Given the observed information, the hidden information is conditionally independent with each other in RBM inspired click prediction model. The hidden nodes' probabilities of activation are:
where W .j is the j-th column of the weight matrix W , which is the weight between j-th hidden information and entire visible information. Taking the dataset into account, training data can activate a higher probability of the hidden nodes, the characteristics of hidden information will be less discriminative.
After the activation function, we can get
and a ∈ d×1 are the weights to be learned in the framework. Function f (·) is the elementwise non-linear mapping, here f (x) = tanh(x) = e x −e −x e x +e −x . We can use Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-divergence) as an evaluation indicator to measure the similarity of click through data latent representations.
B. ROTATION CODES WHITENING
If we train on weight W of DBN for click through rate prediction, the raw weight is redundant. To solve this problem, we propose Rotation Codes (RC) whitening which can make W to be less redundant. More specifically, we expect our learning algorithm to get a training input W which is less correlated with each other, and all have the same variance to be more efficient.
When computing W rot,i = U T W i , we can make our input features irrelevant with each other where U can be obtained from Formula (6) .
Necessarily, the diagonal values are λ i . Furthermore, the off-diagonal entries in the matrix are zero. Hence, W rot,i are irrelevant, satisfying one of our considerations for whitened data.
To make our input W having unit variance, we can simply first rescale each column W rot,i by 1/ √ λ i . Concretely, we define our whitened weight W PCAwhite ∈ n as follows:
This whitened weight now has covariance equal to identity matrix I . We define W PCAwhite as our PCA whitened version of the weight parameters. The different components of W PCAwhite are irrelevant and have unit variance. This way of getting W to have covariance identity matrix I turns out to be not unique. To be more specific, if R is a rotation matrix, so that it satisfies RR T = R T R = I , then R W PCAwhite will also have identity covariance.
In our paper, we can use whitening technology combined with low-rank dimensionality reduction. We tend to have W which is whitened. Besides, has lower dimension than the original weight, we can also alternatively keep only the top k components of W PCAwhite . The last few components of W PCAwhite will be nearly zero if combined with PCA whitening method with regularization, thus can be safely dropped.
In this paper, we can find an optimal representation containing R that is close to original codes C. We define optimal RC objective function as follows:
43012 VOLUME 6, 2018 where C is the codes and F is a candidate real value solution, R is an arbitrary orthonormal matrix. The distance between solution C and the modified solution FR is judged by l 2 metric. Our proposed whitening technology makes the codes more efficient, which can still keep the constraint between bits in codes and relax the uncorrelated constraint.
The optimal RC objective function Formula (13) can be solved by adopting iteratively alternative minimization. Set G = F T C, U G and V G are the left and right parts of compact SVD of G = U G V T G . To get the optimal solution of our problem, we have R = U G V T G and R T R = I . Then, we can get RC whitening as follows:
In particular, as we process most click through data, W will perceive very similar values, since data instances tend to be highly correlated in feature space. As discussed above, RC whitening is a form of data preprocessing that maps it from W to W RCwhite . So we rewrite W RCwhite to W in the following sections. We can define the joint distribution of (x, h) based on objective function (Eq.(3)).
P(x, h)
where Z is the partition function.
C. OPTIMALLY CONNECTED DBN FOR CLICK THROUGH RATE PREDICTION
Rotation codes whitening can process data to be more significant. However, all these related work do not consider the optimally mean into the data representation. Although we can use W 1 = 0 to center the data to solve Formula (7), the value d = 1 n W 1 is not the optimal mean for Formula (7) because the l 2,1 -norm loss function is used in the objective function.
Previous robust low-rank methods use a non-squared loss function to improve the robustness. However, these methods cannot achieve optimal mean, which requires an in-depth research. We construct the distribution of advertising features by using an optimally connected deep belief net. In addition, we propose Rotation Codes whitening training strategy that allows our model effectively getting the global features of click through behavior. Each group of hidden units is sensitive to the changes in corresponding click behavior. For our ads click prediction data, DBN combined with optimal connection can provide a type of structure which can be effective against prediction applications.
Above all, we model data instances by using our new model that alternates three hidden layers with sparse features. The framework of our novel Optimally Connected DBN for Click Through Rate Prediction is illustrated in FIGURE 2. We reconstruct our new connected objective function based on DBN between original weight W and new representation Z as follows:
here, B is the optimal mean removal. Similarly, Formula (17) can be rewritten as:
For each i, by setting the derivative w.r.t v i to zero, we have
Substituting it into Formula (18), we arrive FIGURE 2. The framework of optimally connected deep belief net for click through rate prediction. VOLUME 6, 2018 at the following problem:
We solve the following problem in each iteration:
where d ii is the weight as
. Taking the derivative w.r.t. b and then setting it to zero, we have (I − UU T )(b i − W )D1 = 0. Similarly, we can let (B − W )D1 = U α and thus we have
where α could be any k-dimensional column vector,
Substituting Formula (21) into Formula (20), the problem becomes
||α|| d j is the weighted centering matrix. The columns of the optimal solution U to Formula (22) are the k eigenvectors of U T WPW T U corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues, k can be the class number. When the dimensionality is larger than the data number, Formula (22) can be efficiently solved by the SVD of the matrix:
The initial connection of DBN employing low-rank representation is to approach W l of each layer from bottom up. In the parameters transition, the low-rank errors are progressed layer-by-layer which result in large overall error in the last output layer in DBN.
More specifically, if our OCDBN has m layers which is fully connected, we can minimize the network reconstruction error of tanh non-linear neuron responses as follows:
where Z is the low-rank representation to W , v m i is the groundtruth output andv m−1 i is written as:
To find a feasible solution, we use the solution of Formula (7) to relax the constraint term of Formula (24) . The objective function of Formula (24) can be rewritten as:
where V m is the matrix concatenating the vectors of v m i ,V m can be written as: (27) To learn the low-rank representation Z of W , a stochastic gradient descent algorithm has been adopted to calculate the gradient of the objective function. Hence, the error information of the cost function in Formula (24) can be computed as: (28) where l = m − 1, m − 2, · · · , 0. In a word, the stochastic gradient descent algorithm that we adopted can reduce the accumulative errors.
In this paper, we use an iterative re-weighted method to solve Formula (19) . The detailed algorithm has been described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 OCDBN Learning Algorithm for Click Through Rate Prediction
Input: Ads instance dataset:
Compute weight W l by using Rotation Codes Whitening as Eq.(14). Update b i by using Eq. (21) 5:
Update the columns of U by the k right singular vectors of Formula (23) 6: Update diagonal matrix D by the diagonal ele-
Update W l by using the gradient term as Eq. (28) 8: until converge 9: Update Z l by using PCA-like solution. 10 : until all layers travailed 11: return the low-rank expression Z Above all, Algorithm 1 shows the detailed optimization procedure for our new method to reduce the dimension of weight W . The framework of our method has three hidden layers, which share the same weight W to extract the feature of click through data. Meanwhile, we add low-rank constraint on weight Z in our model. The proposed new framework combined with low-rank representation can provide a type of structure that can be very effective against prediction applications.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We implement the OCDBN method on a 16-nodes cluster with 32 vCPUs on Amazon EC2. We adopt the hyper parameter of OCDBN with a grid search of the optimal regularization coefficients. The learning rate of our experiments starts at 0.01 and is halved every 20-epochs; we set the weight decay to 0.001 and the momentum is set to 0.8.
A. PREPARATION 1) DATASETS
We evaluate OCDBN on four representative public datasets: DAC-V2, 1 AVAZU, 2 AVITO 3 and Yoochoose. 4 The DAC-V2 dataset contains millions of display advertisements which include both features and feedbacks of users' clicking behaviors. The purpose of DAC-V2 aims at providing baseline dataset for domain algorithms of click through rate (CTR) prediction. Each row in the dataset represents a display ad. The first column of dataset corresponds to a clickor-not feature. The positive and negative examples represents clicked and non-clicked instances, respectively. Both of these two kinds of examples have been under-sampled for the purpose of reducing the scale of dataset.
The Avazu dataset contains 10 days of click through data in a chronological order, where non-clicks and clicks are based on different principles. The predictive power of our model is tested by ads of one day. Data fields include: id (ads identifier); click (0 represents non-clicks, and 1 represents clicks); hour (in format YYMMDDHH, e.g., 16082422 represents 22:00 on Aug. 24, 2016 UTC); and other anonymized categorical features.
The Avito dataset was collected from Avito website. As a most commom commodity transaction website, Avito connects purchasers and vendors around the world. There are three kinds of display ads available to vendors: regular, highlighted, and context. The dataset contains 5 features including visitors' browsing event, ID of display ads, descriptions of ads, type of the ad exhibited to visitors, and whether this ad has been clicked by visitors or not.
The Yoochoose dataset includes both training data and test data. Each record of the training data has both clicks and buy fields. In the clicks field, there are Session ID, Timestamp, Item ID and Category. Session ID is the id of the session. There are one or more clicks in one session file. Timestamp is the time when the click occurred. Item ID is the identifier of the item. Category is the class number of the item. In the buy field, there are Session ID, Timestamp, Item ID, Price (the price of the item) and Quantity (how many times this item was bought). The testing data comprise Session ID and the IDs of the items (separated by commas) that have been shown in this session.
2) BASELINE METHODS
In our experiments, GER [14] , PQ-based compression (PQ) [12] , Low-rank decomposition (LRD) [13] , Deep Interest Network (DIN) [33] and original DBN [3] approaches are our baseline methods for comparison.
GER method targets at reducing the redundancy of CNN models to the full extent without dramatically decreasing the discriminability of models. The main idea behind GER is to build functions of the output reconstruction error between the original and the compressed CNNs, the reconstruction error is minimized to avoid exceeding distortion after compression. GER utilizes low rank approximation method based on SVD to reduce the redundancy of parameters in CNNs with a layer-wise manner. After that, such layer-wise initial compressions are jointly optimized in a global perspective via back-propagation.
PQ method tackles this model storage problem by investigating information theoretical vector quantization methods to reduce the redundancy of CNNs. Specially, we have discovered that regarding compressing the most storage demanding dense connected layers, vector quantization approaches have a significant performance promotion over existing matrix factorization methods. By conducting product quantization or applying k-means clustering to the parameters of CNNs can achieve a prominent balance between model size and recognition accuracy.
LRD method devotes to reduce the redundancy of free parameters in neural networks. The main idea behind LRD is supported by a phenomenon that the weights in learned neural networks tend to be structured. The technique they present can be applied to a wide range of models. Besides, it is also completely orthogonal to the choice of activation function such as dropout, rectified units and maxout without modification.
DIN method is developed in the online advertisement system of display ads in Alibaba. DIN represents users' diverse interests with a distribution of users' tendency towards different display ads. DIN also constructs a network based on users' preferences to assign values to ads indicating the similarity between display ads. However, training deep networks with large scale sparse inputs may meet with over-fitting. DIN provides a useful adaptive regularization technique.
3) INITIALIZATION
Weight W is usually initialized as a small random real number obtained from a Gaussian distribution. We find that a large W can accelerate the preliminary learning process. It can also lead to an inefficient OCDBN. The initial weight is near zero for the noise in statistical data, which will distinguish the hidden nodes from each other, even though they all have the same conductivities.
In our experiments, we initialize the bias of visible node i to log[p i /(1 − p i )], where p i represents the proportion of training data which contain node i. By employing the sparse target probability of t, the hidden biases are initialized to be log[t = (1−t)]. It is also probable to initiate the hidden nodes with considerable negative biases to encourage sparsity.
B. WHITENING DETAILS
It can be shown that out of all possible choices for the rotation matrix is R, which may increase the similarity between W RCwhite and the original weight W . When implementing Rotation Codes whitening in practice, the eigenvalues λ i will be extremely close to 0, thus the scaling step where we divide by √ λ i would involve dividing by a value close to zero, which may encounter data overflow or data may be unstable. In particular, we implement this scaling step by utilizing a regularization procedure, and add a small constant to the eigenvalues before taking their square root and inverse:
When w i takes values range from 0 to 1, it is expected to take ≈ 10 −5 as a proper assignment. In the study of click through data, adding here also has the prominent effect of smoothing (or low-pass filtering) the input data, which also has a preferable effect on improving the learning of weight matrix features.
C. OPTIMAL CONNECTION COMPARISON
We employ logloss as performance indicator to measure the accuracy of click prediction [34] , [35] :
where p i = P(y i = 1|s) represents the predicted probability of clicking ads impression s. 
D. OVERFITTING PROBLEM
Learning from OCDBN, we can calculate the probability that OCDBN assigns to a data instance. OCDBN will stop learning when the probability starts to decrease. We consider that one model is not overfitting when the average free energy is identical to the testing data. In our paper, we use medium-size RBMs for our model, which requires knowledge of the partition function. OCDBN can directly monitor the overfitting by analyzing free energy of the training dataset and testing dataset. In our experiments, the free energy of data vector can be achieved efficiently in the quantity of hidden units. After several iterations, OCDBN calculates average free energy of a subclass from the training dataset, and compares it with the average free energy of a testing dataset by using the same subset of training data.
E. EVALUATION OF COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
In this subsection, we evaluate the coefficient of determination (cod). cod has been widely used in machine learning to evaluate the linear relationship between two coefficients [1] , [36] , [37] . The cod is calculated as follows:
A large cod indicates strong correlation between two datasets, which implies high performance of the learning model. The optimal value of cod is 1. From FIGURE 3 and  FIGURE 4 , we can get that OCDBN obtains the highest cod of 0.991 compared with the other five methods.
F. EVALUATION OF SPARSITY OF OCDBN
First, we investigate the parameter range that can lead to the best performance. Second, we select a suitable parameter in this range. Then we set the sparse objective function between 0.1 6 and 0.01. We can study the average activities of hidden nodes and intercalate the sparse cost to keep hidden nodes that have average probabilities in the neighbors of objective function. As shown in FIGURE 5, when the probabilities are close together in final value, we should diminish the cost of sparse coding so that there is less impact on the main objective function. In our experiments, we consider that overcoming overfitting is more important than reducing computation time. We can assess the negative log2 probability of a data vector with OCDBN. Then new model multiplies the estimated value by the amount of training instances and parameters to keep magnitude small. Our work uses small and sparse objective features so that we can adopt more hidden nodes.
G. EVALUATION OF CLICK PERPLEXITY PREDICTION
In this subsection we take click perplexity [38] , [39] as the evaluation metric for our click prediction model. Click perplexity can compute the related probability for these binary FIGURE 6 , we can find that our proposed OCDBN demonstrates the best effectiveness.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The explosion of online ads requires accurate click prediction. For click prediction on ads impression, we have studied the global interactions among the key features of elements. We have proposed a new model named Optimally Connected Deep Belief Net (OCDBN) for click through rate prediction in online advertising. OCDBN with Rotation Codes whitening and low-rank representation extracts the global key features from input instances, which can be implemented for ads impression. Furthermore, we conduct comprehensive experiments with the parallel framework GraphX on cloud environment Amazon EC2. These experiments have been carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of OCDBN in modeling different kinds of input instances. The experimental results verify that OCDBN significantly improves the accuracy, coefficient of determination, sparsity and perplexity of click prediction. In our framework, it requires training different layers which is inefficient when the number of layers is large. We will consider more efficient methods in our future works, e.g. training with different initializations in an ensemble manner. 
